"Eyes Right" Has Never Meant So Much To America

Every job in Production for Victory calls for top visual efficiency. Without concession to time, place or condition, work must go on. This means that eyes must function unfailingly and unflinchingly—at lathe, bench and on assembly line, in research and control laboratory, over drafting board and foundry flask.

Upon the shoulders of the nation's eyesight specialists, skilled by training and experience in the correction of visual defects and conservation of human vision, rests the responsibility of forestalling eyestrain as an unconscious saboteur.

As a maker of ophthalmic products—the instruments used in the scientific examination of the human eye, the spectacle lenses, frames and rimless mountings which these specialists use—Bausch & Lomb has an important part in America's war effort.

In the development and manufacture of actual fighting equipment, such as rangefinders, aerial height finders, binoculars, aerial map-making equipment, Bausch & Lomb is serving the Armed Forces directly. At the same time, Bausch & Lomb is providing the metallographic equipment, the microscopes, spectrographs, contour measuring projectors, optical glass and special instruments required by other manufacturers in filling military needs.

The ideals, ability and resources which have made the name of Bausch & Lomb a symbol of precision and scientific integrity for 89 years are concentrated upon America's job at hand.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY • ESTABLISHED 1853

AN AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION PRODUCING OPTICAL GLASS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR MILITARY USE, EDUCATION, RESEARCH, INDUSTRY AND EYESIGHT CORRECTION
At $\pm \frac{1}{5}^\circ C$ Under Full Load Conditions

A constancy of $\pm 1/5^\circ C$ and a uniformity of $\pm 7/8^\circ C$ under full load conditions characterizes the performance of the Castle Precision Incubator No. 554. This is far in excess of the tolerance of $\pm 1^\circ C$, recommended by the American Public Health Association.

Accurate temperature measurements are provided with the use of a single thermometer. Because heat is transmitted by interior radiation rather than by convection, variation throughout the chamber is minimized.

Any heat lost by opening of the door is quickly compensated for by the large heat reserve provided by twenty-two gallons of accurately controlled warm water.

The Model No. 554, illustrated, is recommended for milk analysis by the agar plate method. Other models in varying capacities for various bacteriological applications are also available. Write—

WILMOT CASTLE COMPANY
1212 University Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

We have available for immediate delivery partly without Priorities:

pH-Meters: Beckman (Lab. and Ind. Model) recondit., fully guaranteed
Leitz (with internal and external electrodes)
Colorimeters: Klett, B&L, Leitz (re-condit.)
Ultropak with microscope
Microscope Lamps
Monocular and Binoc. Microscopes f. transm. and reflected light (Vertical Illuminators)

GAMMA INSTRUMENT COMPANY, INC.
8049 221st St., Queens Village, N. Y.

Klett made...
Glass Absorption Cells

Fused under high temperature with acid, alkali and other solvent resisting cement. Optical flat walls. Many stock sizes. Special requirements made to order.

Solo manufacturer in the United States of fused Electrophoresis cells
Makers of complete Electrophoresis Apparatus

Klett Manufacturing Co.
179 East 87th Street, New York, New York
CRYSTALLINE BIOTIN and BIOTIN CONCENTRATES

The following solutions of crystalline biotin and biotin concentrates are supplied for research purposes only.

**SMACO Solutions** Crystalline Biotin suitable for standardization and microbiological assay procedures.

- Crystalline Biotin (free acid)
  - 1 ml. ampuls—25 micrograms
  - **$4.00 each**

- Crystalline Biotin (methyl ester)
  - 1 ml. ampuls—25 micrograms
  - **3.50 each**

**SMACO Biotin Concentrates** suitable for biological research.

- Biotin Concentrate No. 200
  - Standardized to contain 20 micrograms per ml. of solution. Bottles of 50 ml.
  - **$5.00 each**

- Biotin Concentrate No. 1000
  - Standardized to contain 100 micrograms per ml. of solution. Vials of 5 ml.
  - **3.75 each**

- Biotin Concentrate No. 5000
  - Standardized to contain 200 micrograms per ml. of solution. Ampuls of 2 ml.
  - **10.00 each**

We will be pleased to send on request an 8 x 10 glossy print of typical biotin deficiency in the rat.

*Your request for the above print, quotations on larger quantities, or your order, will receive our prompt attention.*

Research Laboratories

**S. M. A. CORPORATION**

**CHAGRIN FALLS, OHIO**
The AUTOTECHNICON

U. S. Patent No. 2,157,875 and Other Patents Pending

The TECHNICON CO.

NEW YORK
A blinding flash! A short circuit! The saboteur thinks his work is done... and it would be, but for the giant circuit breakers that stand guard over America's power lines.

For, without fast-acting circuit breakers, a short circuit in a substation would melt the power lines in an instant. Transformers and huge electric generators would be damaged or destroyed. Power would be disrupted for days or weeks. Vital war work would be brought to a standstill.

Recently, Westinghouse Research Engineers developed radically new types of circuit breakers. These improved devices break the circuit in a short power line at the incredible speed of one twentieth of a second.

Then a problem arose. How could Westinghouse scientists be sure these new circuit breakers would cut off the power quickly enough... in the split second that spells the difference between protection and disaster?

SOLUTION: the mammoth Westinghouse High Power Laboratory where torrents of electric power... equivalent to the smashing force of 75,000 thunderbolts... are made to order.

Here, two 500-ton electric generators build up power of an instantaneous value of 2,000,000 kw.

This terrific force is discharged into a new Westinghouse oil circuit breaker, to test its efficiency in protecting America's power systems. In a fraction of a second, the short circuit is blotted out... with no harmful effect upon generators or other electrical equipment.

Outdoor air-blast circuit breakers are tested in insulated cells, at 20 degrees below zero. Although coated inch-deep in ice, these breakers operate perfectly under a flood of power 30 times greater than the normal power-line load.

Out of the Westinghouse High Power Laboratory have come many improvements in circuit breakers, giant fuses, and power switches... guardians of power lines against enemy sabotage, possible aerial bombing, and accidental short circuits.

Thus Westinghouse "know how" helps keep power flowing into America's mighty war industry upon which our very survival depends.
A MAGNETIC SIGNAL
for Graphic Recording

The Ten-Millimeter Magnet. One-half the actual size

An unusually versatile instrument for physiological and other laboratories

The vibrator adjustments control accurately the initial position of the writing point.

Alternate current from a transformer may be used for recording time in wave form. As supplied, the spring is tuned to 120 d. v./sec. for use with 60-cycle current (low voltage).

The vibrator may be caused to operate an enclosed relay, for interruption of a second circuit of widely optional rating. The make or break of such a circuit thus records itself at the actual instant of occurrence. Relay binding-screws are mounted on the side of the casing—main binding-screws, at the end of the rod.

When replacements or repairs are in order, the design of this instrument enables all operations to be put through inexpensively and with slight loss of time. Every part is interchangeable. The coil has no wired connections: it is inserted and removed ‘cartridge-wise’.

For the Catalogue, with further details, write
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Science News

THE FIRST NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM IN AMERICA

By Dr. George Gaylord Simpson

Admiration for superlatives is a human (some say more particularly an American) trait. For the thousands of employees of American natural history museums and for their millions of visitors the identification of the first and the oldest institution of this sort has inevitable fascination. This honor is frequently and authoritatively claimed for the Charleston Museum.1 As far as I know, the claim is not currently made for any other museum. Nevertheless, renewed study of the available historical data shows that some facts have been overlooked and that the previous honest and able interpretation of others becomes equivocal when provided with more complete background. It is, in fact, most unlikely that the Charleston Museum can properly be designated either the first or the oldest in America, and the statement requires careful reconsideration before it becomes ineradicably imbedded in the accepted histories of science.

1 The claim is included in most of the publications of the Charleston Museum and was particularly publicized by a meeting of the American Association of Museums in Charleston in 1923 on the occasion of celebrating the "150th anniversary" of the "first museum founded in America." The following are among the many historical papers and books in which the Charleston Museum is unqualifiedly accepted as first and oldest in America: P. M. Rea, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Mus., IX, pp. 53-65, 1915; L. M. Bragg, Charleston Mus. Quart., I, pp. 3-13, 1923; C. Schuchert, Bull. Peabody Mus. Nat. Hist., I, No. 1, pp. 9-23, 1926; W. M. Smallwood and M. S. C. Smallwood, "Natural History and the American Mind," 1 vol., 8vo. New York. 1941.